In location-based social networks (LBSNs), users implicitly interact with each other by visiting places, issuing comments and/or uploading photos. These heterogeneous interactions convey the latent information for identifying meaningful user groups, namely social communities, which exhibit unique location-oriented characteristics. In this work, we aim to detect and profile social communities in LBSNs by representing the heterogeneous interactions with a multimodality nonuniform hypergraph. Here, the vertices of the hypergraph are users, venues, textual comments or photos and the hyperedges characterize the k-partite heterogeneous interactions such as posting certain comments or uploading certain photos while visiting certain places. We then view each detected social community as a dense subgraph within the heterogeneous hypergraph, where the user community is constructed by the vertices and edges in the dense subgraph and the profile of the community is characterized by the vertices related with venues, comments and photos and their inter-relations. We present an efficient algorithm to detect the overlapped dense subgraphs, where the profile of each social community is guaranteed to be available by constraining the minimal number of vertices in each modality. Extensive experiments on Foursquare data well validated the effectiveness of the proposed framework in terms of detecting meaningful social communities and uncovering their underlying profiles in LBSNs.
INTRODUCTION
In the era of Web 2.0, social networking has emerged to be a popular way for people to connect, communicate, and share information with each other and has led to an explosion of multimedia information, which is termed user-generated contents (UGCs). Users in social networks interact with each other by contributing and consuming multimedia data (photos, locations, texts, etc.) and there exist various types of objects and heterogeneous relations in the networks. Specifically, with the high penetration of GPS-enabled smart phones in recent years, we have witnessed a boom in location-based social networks (LBSNs), such as Gowalla, Whrrl and Foursquare. In LBSNs, users can perform check-ins, 1 post comments and upload photos while these pieces of information are immediately disseminated via social graphs to their friends and public. In the context of Foursquare, user comments are termed tips, which may cover a variety of diverse topics.
2 Photos, on the other hand, visually present the interesting aspects of the venues visited. The huge amount of location-tagged multimedia data generated by Foursquare users provides us unprecedented opportunities to understand collective user behaviors on a large scale. The voluminous number of UGCs and fast expansion of network diameter challenge us to perform social multimedia and network analysis [Wolfe 1997; Cao et al. 2011; Lin et al. 2012 ] on hundreds of thousands to even millions of entities.
One fundamental task in social media network analysis is to understand human collective behaviors by identifying people' social positions 3 or cohesive subgroups whose group members interact with each other more frequently than those outside the group [Girvan and Newman 2002; Newman 2006; Fortunato 2010] . Different from online social networks (e.g., LinkedIn, Facebook) which have explicit groups for users to join, LBSNs usually have no explicit community structure. While previous works have reported promising results on clustering communities from traditional social networks [Wolfe 1997; Girvan and Newman 2002] , the heterogeneous user behaviors in LBSNs bring together both "virtual" and "physical" interactions, which make it very challenging to develop new frameworks to model the network in a natural and unified manner for community detection. Figure 1 shows a snapshot of typical user behaviors in Foursquare, which might correspond to certain overlapping communities we aim to detect.
In LBSNs, the heterogeneous interactions among multiple types of entities such as users, tips, venues and photos naturally form a multi-modality and nonuniform hypergraph, where each modality corresponds to one type of entities and each hyperedge connects varying number of entities from different modalities. For example, check-ins in LBSN connect venues to users while tips/photos connect textual topics/visual concepts to users and venues. These kinds of interactions are naturally represented by hyperedges with nonuniform affinity relations. In addition, there also exist latent relations among venues. For example, grocery stores are more similar to supermarkets than to parks. To utilize the traditional community detection approaches such as modularity optimization [Newman 2006] or other heuristics driven methods, such as Girvan and Newman [2002] and Dhillon et al. [2007] , we need to reduce the complex hypergraph to simpler bipartite or one-modality graph through processes such as "flattening" or "projection" with possible information loss [Neubauer and Obermayer 2009; Zhou et al. 2007 ]. In addition, most state-of-the-art community detection approaches extract community structures by minimizing certain objective functions while ignoring the equally if not more important task of "understanding" the characteristics of the groups [Leskovec et al. 2010] . These approaches find communities based on the intuition that a "good" community should have its members densely connected 1 A check-in is a user's status message in LBSNs with the purpose of letting friends/public know her current location. 2 For example, a tip left at an art museum may recommend a special exhibition or give positive/negative comments on the museum environment. 3 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social position. internally and sparsely connected with other communities [Girvan and Newman 2002] . However, as pointed by Fortunato, there is no guarantee that these approaches can provide good quality detection [Fortunato 2010 ]. Guimera et al. [2004] also reveal that a maximum modularity may not imply that true community structure is discovered, since random networks may also contain high modularity partitions. Though Tang et al. [2010] have attempted to profile the mined communities by extracting descriptive features by using some heuristics, it remains unclear what are the underlying reasons to bind the members together and how to interpret the community profiles in terms of the extracted features.
In this work, we tackle these challenges by proposing a novel and unified framework which performs both community detection and group 4 profiling in LBSNs. We first construct a heterogeneous, multimodality and nonuniform hypergraph which naturally captures various kinds of interactions, such as check-in actions or tip-posting actions in LBSNs. We then propose an efficient algorithm to discover multiple overlapping communities by constraining the minimum number of entities in each modality. The advantages of our proposed method are multifold: (1) The method is general, which can be used in any community detection tasks as long as the network structure is represented as a hypergraph. Moreover, it allows new types of interactions and modalities to be easily added with the technology advancement and emerging of new services; (2) The approach is able to automatically determine the number of interest communities with overlapping entities, and (3) Group profiling can be easily performed since the final computed community contains both users and the "reasons" why they are put in that particular community. In the context of LBSNs, the "reasons" could be the combination of venues they visit, tips they post and photos they upload.
The success of community mining greatly helps social search [Amitay et al. 2009 ], recommendations [Xu et al. 2012] and personalization [El-Arini et al. 2012] . For example, the work in Xu et al. [2012] showed significant improvements on recommendation performances by first identifying meaningful subgroups of user and items. The involvement of community information also shows its potential in more effective targeted advertising [Mei et al. 2012] . Besides, community information can be utilized to assist and lead to more targeted multimedia annotations [Wang et al. 2012; Lu et al. 2011] .
If we know the domain of the multimedia data to be annotated, we can rely more on the inputs from users from the same domain. For example, nature lovers are likely to provide more precise and informative tags for photos showing nature scenes. In addition, more novel multimedia applications, such as mobile collective recommendations [Zheng et al. 2010; Zhuang et al. 2011] and social-aware place visualizations [Zhao et al. 2011; Fang et al. 2013] can be enabled by successful and effective community detection in LBSNs.
The contributions of our work are summarized as follows.
(1) We propose to model the heterogeneous entities and interactions in LBSNs using multimodality and nonuniform hypergragh, and present an efficient and scalable algorithm to detect the overlapping subgroups. The proposed dense subgraph detection algorithm is highly scalable which is important for practical web-scale applications.
(2) We demonstrate that the detected communities have clearly interpretable meanings in terms of users' visiting habits, tipping preferences and photographing habits. The cohesiveness of each community demonstrates strong potentials to be applied in future recommendation systems. The communities' profiles clearly show the inhabitants' life style in each city and cultural differences among different cities. (3) To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work which is able to handle profilable and overlapping community detection in such a complex, real-world scenario.
RELATED WORK
We review three areas: (1) social multimedia analysis, (2) human mobility analysis with LBSNs and (3) multimedia community detection, which is related to our work.
Social Multimedia Analysis
The flourish of online multimedia contents, such as text documents and photos and the popularity of online communities have brought new opportunities and challenges to multimedia research community. One line of social media analysis focused on the automatic analysis of texts in social media [Goswami et al. 2009; Gill et al. 2009; Nie et al. 2011] . These works have shown how specific patterns of text editing and expression, together with contextual metadata, are useful to understand users' motivations [Goswami et al. 2009 ] and personality traits [Gill et al. 2009 ], as well as how users interact with others. Recent emerging photo sharing platforms, such as Flickr open up another research direction on the analysis of user contributed photos including automatic discovery of important landmarks [Crandall et al. 2009; Zheng et al. 2009 ] and visual enrichment from the large-scale UGCs [Zhao et al. 2011; Fang et al. 2013] . In addition, along with the explosive growth of multimedia data, automatic multimedia tagging has also attracted great interest of various research communities [Yang et al. 2011; Wang et al. 2012] where the focus is to associate multimedia contents with community-contributed knowledge. While these studies focus on the social multimedia itself, we focus on analyzing the underlying "reasons" and "motivations" behind these contributions. And we further utilize these "reasons" to create meaningful and cohesive communities where users with similar behaviors and preferences are grouped together.
Human Mobility Analysis in LBSNs
Recently, LBSNs are emerging and becoming more and more popular thanks to the recent availability of open mobile platforms, which makes them much more accessible to mobile users. This information provides the opportunity to gain insights on human mobility at unprecedented temporal and user participation scales Li and Chen 2009; Noulas et al. 2011a Noulas et al. , 2011b Vasconcelos et al. 2012 ]. Noulas et al. [20011a] analyzed the user check-in dynamics and the presence of spatio-temporal patterns in Foursquare. More recent work on recommending friends and places in LBSNs by Scellato et al. [2011] suggests that the inclusion of information about location-based activities is able to lead to a better prediction than if only social data is considered. Li and Chen [2009] used clustering approaches to identify user behavior patterns on BrightKite where they identified five groups of users. Noulas et al. [2011b] used spectral clustering to group Foursquare users based on the categories of venues they had visited, aiming at characterizing the type of activities of each community. More recently, Vasconcelos et al. [2012] grouped Foursquare users into four groups based on the statistical attributes. These studies offer important insights into how users in LBSNs can be grouped based on their interactions, however the profiles of mined communities are all manually inspected and labeled and the mined communities are only at a very "coarse" level, such as "active users", "normal users", etc. And they did not consider using multimedia information in the process of community detection.
Multimedia Community Detection
Multimedia community detection is a classical task in social network analysis [Wolfe 1997; Papadopoulos et al. 2012] . Numerous techniques have been developed for both efficient and effective community detection, including random walks, spectral clustering, modularity maximization, statistical mechanics, etc. [Fortunato 2010 ]. In addition, it is well understood that users are naturally characterized by multiple community memberships [Xie et al. 2011] . For example, a user may be interested in both football and iPad, and thus he/she is very likely to be a member of these two separated communities. Moreover, it is interesting and important to interpret and understand the group profile of each mined community . Given a complex network with heterogenous entities and interactions, optimal community detection approaches are expected to be able to mine overlapping communities which have clear semantic interpretation without restricting the input network types and requiring prior knowledge on number of latent communities. We next review community detection approaches which handle input network types in the order from the simplest to the most complicated. The simplest network type contains only one type of vertices with one dimension of interactions (Figure 2(a) ). Approaches tackling this kind of networks have obtained satisfactory results with efficiency and efficacy [Wolfe 1997; Newman 2006] . However, in reality, people interact with each other in various forms of activities, which lead to multiedge networks among the same set of users, or a multidimensional network with each dimension representing one type of interaction (Figure 2 dimensions in multi-dimensional networks ]. However, Tang's approach is only able to reveal nonoverlapping communities of users. To discover overlapping communities, Wang et al. [2010] proposed a co-clustering framework, which takes advantage of connection information between users and tags in social media. While previous work focused on one-modality network, a number of emerging applications such as web mining, collaborative filtering and online photo sharing involve multiple types of entities and multiple heterogeneous interactions between different types of entities. For example, in social tagging systems, users collaboratively manage tags to annotate resources and the tagging relationship involves three different entities: users, resources and tags. These kinds of multimodality network need a very different treatment for community detection tasks [Murata and Ikeya 2010; Liu and Murata 2011] (Figure 2 (c)). Liu and Murata [2011] proposed a structural information compression approach to detect communities in a general k-partite k-uniform hypernetwork. In this article, we go one step further by considering community detection in a k-partite nonuniform hypernetwork, where each hyperedge may involve different number of vertices from the same/different modalities ( Figure 2 (d)). Figure 2 gives a summary of the different network types that the state-of-the-arts have tackled in the community detection domain and the new network type we aim to tackle in our work.
HETEROGENEOUS HYPERGRAPH CONSTRUCTION
The heterogeneity of activities in LBSNs naturally brings multiple types of entities and interactions into the same network, which we call a multimodality hypernetwork where each modality corresponds to one type of entity. In Foursquare network, there are four modalities: user, venue, tip and photo, and three types of interactions: a user checks in at a venue, posts a tip and uploads a photo at a venue. In addition, entities of same modality may also be related. Figure 3 illustrates typical interactions and intervenue category connections in Foursquare. These heterogenous interactions naturally lead to the construction of a nonuniform and multimodality hypergraph. In this section, we first introduce the different types of vertices (Section 3.1) and hyperedges (Section 3.2) involved in the hypergraph. We then give details on how we construct each type of hyperedges (Section 3.3, 3.4, 3.5, and 3.6).
Vertices
There are four types of vertices involved in interactions in LBSNs: user, venue, tip and photo, as is shown in Figure 3 . Formally, let V be the vertex set, which can be divided into g subsets, that is, V = g a=1 V a . In Foursquare network, g = 4 and each subset V a corresponds to set of vertices of modalities: user, venue, tip and photo, respectively. Let V 3 = T = {t 1 , . . . , t n t }, and V 4 = D = {d 1 , . . . , d n d } be sets of users, venues, tips and photos, respectively, where n a is the number of vertices in V a , a∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}.
Hyperedges
There are three types of interactions involved in the Foursquare network: a user checks in at a venue, posts a tip and uploads a photo at a venue. Thus, the first three types of hyperedges correspond to these three types of interactions. Formally, let E be the hyperedge set, which can be divided into s subsets, that is , E = s b=1 E b , with each hyperedge representing a n b -ary affinity relation. In Foursquare network, s = 4. We build three sets of hyperedges corresponding to the three types of interactions:
In addition, we also want to model inter-venue similarities and define hyperedge set E 4 ={(l 1 , . . . , l h )}. We can then denote the hypergraph as G = {V, E, w}, where w : E → R + is a weighting function which associates a positive real value with each hyperedge, with larger weights representing stronger affinity relations. Figure 4 illustrates hypergraph constructions for Foursquare hypernetwork.
Given the enormous number of entities in each modality, the hypergraph is extremely sparse, which unavoidably weakens the structure information. Thus, to better characterize different types of interactions, we seek to first group semantically similar entities together in each modality to construct a denser hypergraph. The following sections detail the constructions of each type of hyperedges.
User-Venue Hyperedges: E 1
To group similar venues, we refer to their corresponding venue categories. Foursquare maintains nine predefined root categories 5 and a hierarchical structure of venue categories with totally 435 venue categories including the root categories as for now. We consider the two venues to be the same if they belong to the same leaf venue category. For simplicity, we use l to represent venue category in the rest of the article. Thus, each edge (u i , l j ) ∈ E 1 indicates a check-in performed by user u i at venue category l j and w((u i , l j )) = c(u i , l j ), where c(u i , l j ) is the number of check-ins logged by u i at l j . The voluminous number of tips make it difficult to model correlations among users without modelling tips' similarity explicitly. We seek to first extract a middle-level representation of tips and then directly relate users to the extracted representations. In this way, we are able to reduce the number of noisy hyperedges significantly and obtain better interpretations of heterogenous comments posted by users at various venues. To do so, we first project each tip to a latent topic space using latent dirichlet allocation (LDA), which is able to mine higher level representations, named "topics", from a collection of documents [Blei et al. 2003 ]. Essentially, LDA helps to explain the similarity of tips by grouping tips into latent sets (topics). A mixture of these sets then constitute the observed tips.
We use MALLET [McCallum 2002 ] to train the topic model with 100 topics for 2,000 iterations, optimize the parameters every 50 iterations and update the user-tip-venue hyperedges by replacing each tip with its corresponding topics. Formally, if a tip t is posted by user u at venue l, and t is mapped to a series of topics z m , m = 1, . . . , 100, then we construct a series of user-tip-venue hyperedges as (u, z m , l), m= 1, . . . , 100, with weight set as w ((u, z m 
is the topic distribution of tip t posted by user u and venue l. For simplicity, we use t to represent tip topic in the rest of the article.
To validate the interpretability of the extracted latent topics, we first generate a word cloud for each topic using Wordle. 6 For each topic t, the more prominent words have larger font size. We then compute the conditional probabilities of venue categories given each topic to investigate the semantic correlations between topics and venue categories as follows. Given a tip topic t, its correlation with venue category l is computed as:
. Figure 5 (a) shows three extracted topics along with the correlation visualization of the venue categories. Venue categories with larger size and shorter/thicker edges are those that are more related with the corresponding topics. We observe that people do discuss topics that are semantically related to the venues they visit. For example, the venues where people discuss night-life related topics are bars, night clubs and etc. And people usually discuss movie related topics at movie theaters and multiplexes.
3.5 User-Photo-Venue Hyperedges: E 3
The "User-Photo-Venue" edges aim to express what kinds of photos users captured at different venues. Unlike previous section where we project each tip to a latent topic space, we explicitly map each photo to a predefined concept list. The concept list is constructed through supervised learning on a large dataset comprising many labels. The reasons to use a pre-defined concept list rather that latent mining are as follows. First, the image classification task has achieved great improvement and many concepts of images can be welltrained and generalized. Second, the result of latent mining of image concept is hard to depict and does not have obvious semantic meaning.
We consider two kinds of concepts: scenes and objects. Most of the images in Foursquare are taken at venues and with related objects, so it is rather important to determine what kinds of scenes/objects are contained in the images. For scene categories, we select a list of scene categories from SUN Scene dataset [Xiao et al. 2010] . The dataset contains various indoor and outdoor scenes of 899 categories and 130,519 images, such as balcony, beach, bridge, building, park, street, and so on. These categories are quite consistent with the venue categories in the Foursquare dataset. We select 63 categories of the SUN dataset which have exact or similar names with the venue categories and obtain a subset with a total of 39,782 images. For objects, we select the most practical object recognition dataset in computer vision area, that is, the PASCAL VOC 2010 dataset [ Van and Zisserman 2010] . This dataset aims to recognize objects from a number of visual object classes in realistic scenes (i.e., not presegmented objects) and provides a training set of 21,738 images. The dataset has four main categories, including person, animal (bird, cat, etc.), vehicle (aeroplane, bicycle, train, etc.) and indoor (bottle, chair, sofa, tv/ monitor, etc.). We make use of all twenty object classes from these four categories. Thus, there are totally 63 + 20 = 83 concept categories in our training set.
We train the 83 concept categories in a supervised manner. For each image, we first extract dense SIFT descriptors. The implementation of dense SIFT is based on VL-Feat [Vedaldi and Fulkerson 2008] using multiple scales setting (spatial bins are set as 4 and 8) with step size of 4. We use the improved Fisher vector coding [Perronnin et al. 2010 ] which has demonstrated the superiority over other coding methods in a fair setting [Vedaldi et al. 2011] . The component number of Gaussian mixture model in Fisher vector coding is set to 128. One-vs-All SVM is learnt for each category in SUN Scene dataset and PASCAL VOC 2010 dataset. We also perform 10-fold cross validation to get the classification response over the training dataset. Then we learn a probability mapping from the classification output score s. For each concept category c i , we first get a threshold θ i with maximum F1 score measurement on the training set, then the probability of photo d containing concept c i is defined as: p(c i |d) = 1 1+e −γ s i , if the classification output score s i ≥ θ i and 0 otherwise.
Once we obtain the concept probability of each photo, we update the user-photo-venue hyperedges by replacing each photo with its corresponding concepts. To visualize the semantic relatedness between photo concepts and venue categories, we first generate a photo concept cloud analogous to the topic word cloud for each concept category. For each photo concept, the more prominent photos have larger size. We then compute the conditional probabilities of venue categories given each photo concept as follows. Given an photo concept d, its correlation with venue category l is computed as: p(l|d) = u∈U w ((u,d,l)) l ∈V u∈U w ((u,d,l )) . Figure 5 (b) shows three photo concepts along with the correlation visualization of the venue categories. Venue categories with larger size and shorter/thicker edges are those that are more related to the corresponding concepts. We observe that the photos are generally semantically related to the venue categories where the photos are taken. In addition, we also consider inter-category similarity by creating hyperedges among venue categories with similar functions. For example, "Concert Halls" are more similar to "Jazz Clubs" than to "Baseball Stadiums". Without loss of generality, we create hyperedges among venue categories of the same parent in the second level of Foursquare category hierarchy. Thus, after mapping each venue to its category, we define E 4 = {(l 1 , . . . , l h )} where l 1 . . . l h share the same parent category in the second level of Foursquare category hierarchy. We initialize the weights of all hyperedges in E 4 to be 1.
COMMUNITY DETECTION OVER HETEROGENEOUS GRAPH
In this section, we formulate the profilable and overlapping community detection task as a problem of dense subgraph detection over heterogeneous hypergraph (Section 4.1) and develop an efficient algorithm to solve this optimization problem (Section 4.2) motivated by Liu et al. [2010] .
Problem Formulation
The constructed interactions involving various types of entities from different modalities are modeled by a nonuniform heterogenous hypergraph G = {V, E, w}. As is defined in Section 3.1, V = g a=1 V a is a finite set of vertices, where each V a is a subset of vertices from different modalities. In this problem, g = 4 and V 1 , V 2 , V 3 , and V 4 correspond to modality of user, venue, tip and photo, respectively. Let n = n u + n l + n t + n d be the total number of vertices, where n u , n l , n t and n d are the numbers of vertices of modality: user, venue, tip and photo, respectively, as is defined in Section 3.1. Let E ⊆ V n e be the set of all hyperedges, with each hyperedge e ∈ E relating to n e entities and representing an n e -ary affinity relation. V n e represents the set of vertices involving in the n e -ary affinity relation. Following Liu et al. [2010] , we define the density of a subgraph as:
where w s is the weight of hyperedge s involving vertices: (x s 1 , . . . , x s ns ), n s is the number of vertices involved in hyperedge s and x is a vector with n components, with each x i representing the probability of choosing the ith vertex of V and i x i = 1. We formulate the profilable and overlapping community detection problem as a dense subgraph detection problem, where each dense subgraph of the hypergraph defines one community and its profiles. Inspired by Liu et al. [2010] , our aim is to find a subgraph consisting vertices participating densest interactions within a local region. Suppose a subset C ⊆ V includes vertices which form a dense subgraph and E C is the corresponding edge set. If C is really a dense subgraph, then most of hyperedges in E C should have large weights, which implies that f (x) should be relatively large. Thus, the dense subgraph detection problem corresponds to the problem of maximizing f (x) with the natural constraints as follows.
This formulation is able to find dense and overlapping subgraphs given multiple initializations. However, our aim is not only to find dense and overlapping communities but also to make the detected 
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• 3:11 communities profilable, which means that it is easy to understand and interpret what are the common characteristics and human behaviors in each community. Information that helps to profile communities comes from modalities showing people's interests. For example, members of a night life club tend to visit bars, night clubs, pubs and etc. In addition, they tend to take photos and discuss topics related to night life. To help better understand the detected communities, we want to include sufficient number of entities from various modalities other than users in the detected communities. Moreover, we would like to control the community size. Depending on the applications, users may be interested in communities detected at different scales. For example, sometimes, we would like to find communities which reflect human's behaviors at city level. In this situation, it only makes sense if the number of members is significantly large and we do not want to find communities which only involve a couple or a family where intensive interactions take place on a daily basis. As a result, it is desirable to make the community size controllable. These two requirements motivate us to add two more constraints to the optimization problem:
such that
In (3c), V k is the vertex set of modality k, where k ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}. The objective function (3a) prefers vertices connecting to many hyperedges with large weights. The constraint (3b) together with the constraint (3d) requires that each detected community contains at least 1 ε vertices. It is worth noting that we are dealing with heterogeneous hypergraph and it is possible that some entities from modality k have little interaction with other entities in some subgroups. As mentioned previously, to prevent that, the final subgraph has few/none vertices of certain modality, which makes it difficult to profile communities, we set a constraint for each modality, that is, j∈V k x j ≥ c k where c k is the lower bound of the existence probability of modality k in the final detected communities. Thus, there is at least c k ε vertices of modality k in the detected communities. Obviously, g k=1 c k ≤ 1, otherwise, the optimization problem (3) will have no solution.
Each community corresponds to one local maximum of (3). To obtain all important communities, we need to find all significant local maxima of (3). We adopt a similar approach as in Liu et al. [2010] , that is, systematically generating many initializations, and then efficiently approach a local maximum from each initialization. In this paper, we construct the initialization x(0) as follows. We first build a bipartite graph by considering only interactions between users and venues, that is, users performing check-ins. We then project the constructed bipartite graph to a one-modality graph consisting of only users and use Tang and Liu's edge-clustering approach to initialize a list of K overlapping initial user groups . We then assign entities from venue categories, tips and photos to each of the initial group based on the users who are involved in the interactions according to the initialization.
The final obtained points x * are usually local maximizers of (3), and thus good candidates of underlying communities. Unlike Liu et al. [2010] , which works on the uniform and homogeneous hypergraphs, here we make two extensions: (1) the constructed hypergraph is heterogeneous and nonuniform, and (2) we explore new constraints, namely, we require that a minimum number of entities of each modality should co-exist in the final dense subgraphs.
Optimization
Since the problem (3) is a constrained optimization problem, by adding Lagrangian multipliers λ, α i ≥ 0 and β i ≥ 0 for all i = 1, . . . , n, π i for all i = 1, . . . , g (g = 4 in this problem), we obtain its Lagrangian function:
Any local maximizer x * must satisfy the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) condition, that is, the first-order necessary conditions for local optimality. That is,
where v i , i ∈ {1, . . . , n} is a vertex with the corresponding probability:
Hence, the KKT conditions can be rewritten as:
As pointed out by Liu et al. [2010] , we can optimize the problem (3) in the following pairwise way. That is, each time we only update a pair of components (x i , x j ):
After updating x by (7), the change in value of function f (x) is:
where
, we may increase f (x) by (7). However, μ is also affected by the constraints of (3). The constraint (3b) is always satisfied. To satisfy other constraints, there are two situations: (1) if v i and v j belong to the same modality, then the constraint (3c) is satisfied, we can set μ = min{x j , ε − x i ,
} to maximize the increase of the objective function (3) and (2) if v i and v j belong to different modalities, then we need to satisfy the constraint (3c), thus we set μ = min{x j , ε − x i ,
We then define the set U as:
Obviously, U is the set of pairs (v i , v j ) which can increase f (x) by (7). Theorem 4.1 establishes the relation between the KKT point x of (3) and the set U, which is the basis of our optimization method. THEOREM 4.1. x is a KKT point of (3) iff U = ∅.
The proof of this theorem is obvious according to the KKT condition (6), thus, we omit it here. In accordance with Theorem 4.1, from any initialization x(0), we can iteratively choose a pair from U and optimize (3) according to (8). This process terminates until the set U is empty, that is, a KKT point has been reached. Algorithm 1 summarizes the whole procedure. Intuitively speaking, Algorithm 1 successively chooses the "good" vertex and the "bad" vertex and then updates their corresponding components of x, that is, increases the probability of choosing the "good" vertex and decreases the probability of choosing the "bad" vertex. Algorithm 1 is highly efficient since we only work on a small dense subgraph in each iteration. Only two components of x are changed, thus only the partial derivatives of a small set of components of x are affected. Moreover, the proposed procedure can be easily implemented in parallel when there are huge number of initializations.
From each initialization, we can obtain a local KKT point of (3), which usually represents a community. Since we optimize (3) from many initializations, we obtain many communities. Note that some communities may be duplicate and we need to eliminate the duplications. Some communities may overlap, which is in fact the advantage of our method, since real communities may overlap. Since f (x) measures the degree of connectedness in each dense subgraph, it is a natural measure to rank all communities. And the larger the function value f (x) is, the higher the probability of x represents a real community.
EMPIRICAL EVALUATION
In this section, we first introduce the dataset and experimental setups in Section 5.1. We then conduct a comprehensive set of experiments to evaluate our proposed approach on three tasks: (1) prediction of users' visits, (2) photos' concept annotation, and (3) prediction of what users discuss at various venues in Section 5.2. Finally, we present the visualization of the detected social communities at the global scale and two city scales in Section 5.3.
Dataset and Experimental Setups
Since Foursquare API provides limited authorized access for retrieving check-in information, we resort to Twitter streaming API 7 to get the publicly shared check-ins in this work. We have recorded more than six million check-ins generated by more than one hundred thousand users, between January 2012 and March 2012 through the stream of Twitter messages. We then filter out "spam" users, whose average consecutive check-in intervals are less than one minute. Afterwards, we use Foursquare APIs 8 to retrieve the tips and photos contributed by the remaining users. We compute the activeness score for user u as: activeness(u) = α#Check − ins + β#T ips + γ #Photos. # means the number of user u's check-ins/tips/photos. We set α = β = γ = 1 3
. We select the top 80% of users ranked by the users' activeness scores at the global scale and two city scales, respectively. Table I summarizes the dataset used for the profilable and overlapping community detection task.
We define the initial weight of each hyperedge in E 1 , E 2 and E 3 based on the frequencies of the interactions and that of E 4 to be unit weight as in Section 3. We then normalize each type of hyperedges as follows. We normalize hyperedges in E 1 for each user such that the sum of the weights of all the hyperedges of a user is equal to 1. Similarly, we normalize edges of E 2 and E 3 for each (user, venue) pair. Finally, we normalize hyperedges in E 4 by the number of vertices in each edge, such that the weights of hyperedges are inversely proportional to the number of their vertices.
Next, we describe the parameter settings as follows.
-Number of Initializations. K. This number is not critical, since our proposed dense subgraph mining algorithm works on a small part of hypergraph corresponding to each initialization and is able to detect overlapping communities. If we set K to be larger, the communities with highest density will not change much. After all, only the top few communities have clear profiles. Thus, we empirically set K = 200 in the experiments for both global and city scales.
, where K is the number of communities in the initialization and #M hk is the number of entities of modality k in community h in the initialization.
-Variable to control minimum number of modalities in each community: c k .We set c k =
It is worth mentioning that our C++ implementation of the dense subgraph detection is highly efficient. The 200 initialization converges to local KKT points within 10 minutes in a non-parallel mode on a Intel 3.0GHZ machine with 4GB memory.
Quantitative Indirect Evaluation
Since the real-world data we use does not have the ground truth 9 available, we resort to indirectly evaluate our proposed approach by using the discovered social communities to predict users' visits, tips and photos.
Users' behaviors have strong intercorrelations. Intuitively, users visiting similar venues tend to share similar interests, which are reflected through the topics they discuss and photos they take. For example, we expect shoppers to check in at shopping centres or malls and to discuss shopping-related topics more frequently than other users do. Similarly, animal lovers should often visit parks and zoos with most of their photos containing content related to nature or animals.
The detected communities should intuitively group users with similar interests together, which makes it interesting and possible to investigate whether the community's profile can help to infer individuals' profiles, such as the venues they visit, the comments they post, and the photos they take.
Here we propose to evaluate the community detection performance through three tasks. Given that user u belongs to community C, we aim to predict: (1) what is the most likely venue l that u is going to visit: p(l|C, u); (2) what kind of photos d that u is most likely to take at venue l: p (d|C, u, l); and (3) what kind of topic t that u is most likely to discuss at venue l: p (t|C, u, l) .
We term p (l|C, u), p(d|C, u, l) and p(t|C, u, l) the preferences of user u. Similarly, p(l|C), p(d|C), p(t|C) are the preferences of community C. Let ω be either venue l, tip t or photo d and u p be u's partial information. For example, u p could be the subsets of types of photos d that u usually takes and venues l that u usually visits. For p (d|C, u, l) and p(t|C, u, l) , u p includes the specific venue information l. User u's preference p(ω|C, u) in community C can be estimated by the community's preference p(ω|C) and u's partial information by:
where p(ω|C) is the community preference, p(ω|C, u p ) is u's preference within the community C with user's partial information u p . p(ω|C) can be obtained by computing the modality probability within community while p(ω|C, u p ) is statistically estimated based on u p within C.
Data Preparation.
In order to conduct the experiments, we preprocess the raw dataset to obtain a ground-truth dataset as follows. We randomly divide the whole Foursquare dataset into two parts for each task, that is, the testing set containing x% of task-related information and the remaining data constitute the training set. We perform community detection on the training set and predict the missing information based on (9). Here we consider x ∈ {10, 20, 30, 40, 50}.
Evaluation Metric.
We treat each prediction task as a multilabel classification problem and use the mean average precision (MAP) as the evaluation metric. For each task, given a testing set T, we generate a ranking list of predictions for each item t ∈ T. Average precision (AP) is obtained for each type of venue categories/tip topics/photo concepts. MAP is the average of APs over the total items in the testing set for each prediction task.
5.2.3
Baselines. As mentioned in Section 2, state-of-the-art approaches are not able to directly handle heterogenous nonuniform hypergraph. Thus, we need to first convert the graph into simpler network types, which can then be used by other community detection techniques. Besides comparing with pair-wise settings, we also compare with overlapping (Edge clustering ) and nonoverlapping (Modularity Maximization [Newman 2006 ]) community detection approaches. Besides comparing with other state-of-the-art approaches, we are also interested in studying the importance of using complete information and the informativeness of different modalities. Thus, we also compare the prediction performances between using different partial information and using the complete information. Specifically, we compare our proposed approach with the following baselines.
-Hyperedge without tip (HWT) . We remove all hyperedges related to tip postings and use the remaining information to predict users' visits/tips/photos.
-Hyperedge without photo (HWP).
We remove all hyperedges related to photo uploadings and use the remaining information to predict users' visits/tips/photos.
-Hyperedge without check-in (HWC).
We remove all hyperedges related to check-ins and use the remaining information to predict users' visits/tips/photos.
-Pairwise (PW). To validate the advantages of using hyperedge model, we compare the prediction performances with a model involving only pair-wise edges. To obtain pair-wise edges from hyperedges, we follow Neubauer and Obermayer's approach [Neubauer and Obermayer 2009] : For each hyperedge (e i , e j , e k ), we introduce three edges (e i , e j ), (e i , e k ) and (e j , e k ) where the original edge weight is inherited by the three new pair-wise edges. 
-Edge clustering (EC).
We compare the prediction performances with the initialized overlapping groups which are generated by edge clustering ].
-Modularity Maximization (MM).
We compare the prediction performance with modularity maximization [Newman 2006 ], where we first convert the heterogeneous nonuniform hypergraph into a one-modality user pair-wise graph as follows. We first build a bipartite graph by considering only interactions between users and venues. We then project the constructed bipartite graph to a onemodality graph consisting of only users and use modularity maximization to form K nonoverlapping communities. We then assign entities from venue categories, tips and photos to each of the initial group based on the acting users who are involved in the interactions according to the initialization.
5.2.4
Performance Comparisons. Figure 6 shows the performance of using different methods in the three prediction tasks. We have the following observations. First, we analyze the impact of using complete and partial information on the performance of the system. (1) Overall, the use of hyperedge with complete information achieves the best performance in all the three tasks for different % of training and testing data. (2) Check-ins carry more information then tip postings and photo uploadings. The performance of predicting users' photos and tips degrade the most when we exclude the hyperedges of type (user, venue) . The reason could be that venue categories are keys in our task to connect the other two modalities (tips and photos) as well as profile for each detected communities. (3) In addition, we have observed that hyperedges of type (user, venue, tip) carry more information than those of type (user, venue, photo) , which is partly caused by the more number of (user, venue, tip) hyperedges.
Next, we compare the performance of our proposed approach with complete information against the three state-of-the-art approaches. (1) We find that using pair-wise graph with complete information is the next most competitive approach. It performs only worse than hypergraph, which is consistent with what Neubauer and Obermayer [2009] and Zhou et al. [2007] pointed out. (2) Edge clustering does not perform well since we only use check-in information to group users as an initialization. (3) Modularity maximization performs slightly worse than edge clustering, which shows that overlapping communities better capture users' preferences.
To summarize, the evaluations on three tasks validate both the importance of using hyperedges as well as the effectiveness of our proposed approach in detecting meaningful communities.
Qualitative Community Visualization
In this section, we describe how to visualize the detected social communities in terms of their profiles, which comprises two steps: (1) representative communities extraction (Section 5.3.1) and (2) community profiling (Section 5.3.2). In Section 5.3.3, we then visualize some notable communities at the global scale as well as compare some culture differences between Singapore and New York City by analyzing the top detected communities.
5.3.1 Representative Communities Extraction. Intuitively, representative communities correspond to the densest subgraphs mined from the reconstructed heterogenous hypergraph with minimum intercommunity overlap. We keep two lists in the extraction process: a candidate list and a selection list, where both lists are complementary to each other. We first add the community with the highest objective function value into the selection list. Then, for each remaining communities, we compute their overlapping level with each of the selected communities until the number of selected communities reaches a predetermined value. Without loss of generality, we use the Jaccard index to calibrate the overlapping level between two communities:
After we obtain a list of representative communities, we then rerank the communities based on the number of members in each community. The top ten communities at the global-scale and top five communities in Singapore and New York City are presented in the online appendix.
5.3.2 Community Profiling. Community profiles are characterized by the properties and interrelation of the community's dominant nonuser entities from each modality, that is, venues, tips and photos. To profile and visualize each representative community, we first compute the importance scores of all non-user entities from each modality and then visualize each community by constructing a tripartite graph, which shows both the most salient entities from each modality and the strengths of their interrelations.
Since entities of different modalities correlate with each other, they will mutually affect each other's importance in the community. For example, suppose a community contains venue categories: restaurant, cafe, home and etc, and tip topics: food/drink, hotel and etc, where the venue category: restaurant has strong correlations with tip topic: food/drink, we should increase the importance level of the venue category: restaurant and tip topic: food/drink to make them more differentiable from the rest of insignificant entities.
We propose an iterative procedure to compute the importance of each entity as follows. Let U C , L C , T C , and D C be the sets containing entities from users, venues, tips and photos of community C, respectively, such that U C , L C , T C , D C ⊆ C. We then define the updating function of the importance score of each venue in community C as:
where S (t) (l, C) is the importance score of venue l in community C at the tth iteration and w ((u, l, e) ) is the weight of the hyperedge (u, l, e) . Similarly, the updating function of the importance score of each tip and photo in community C is:
• Y.-L. Zhao et al. where S (t) (e, C) is the importance score of entity e being either a tip or a photo in community C at the tth iteration. Analogous to the TF-IDF concept in text mining, we define the initialization of the entities as:
where p(e, C) is the probability of entity e ∈ C. We iteratively update the importance score of each entity according to Eqs. (10) and (11) until the maximum number of iterations is reached, which is set to 500 in this work. We then rank entities of each modality according to their final importance scores.
Community Visualization and Understanding.
We build a tripartite graph, with vertices from multi-modality entities (venue categories, tip topics and photo concepts) and edges connecting entities of different modality to visualize each selected community. The more salient entities (those with highest importance scores) in each modality are showed with bigger size and the stronger inter-entity correlations are represented with thicker edges. With our proposed approach, entities from different modalities are guaranteed to be available to collectively present the profile of each group.
We visualize two selected communities (food lovers and shoppers) in Figure 7 . 10 We first observe that food lovers visit American restaurants most frequently, which reveals that the majority of the active Foursquare users are located in U.S. Some of them visit bars or night clubs after their meals at the restaurants. The most prominent tip topics posted by food lovers such as "food", "services", "fried chicken" and "night life" correlate well with the venue categories in the community. In addition, we observe that photos related to restaurant, dining and night club are prominent photo concepts in the community as is demonstrated Figure 7(a) . Next, we observe that the three most popular venue categories that shoppers visit are the grocery stores, malls and department stores besides home. Grocery stores mainly retail food, which correlate well with the most prominent discussion topics and photo concepts in the community as demonstrated in Figure 7 (b). We put the top ten communities detected at the global scale in the online appendix.
While differentiable collective behaviors are exhibited in different communities, we observe that people perform consistent proportion of check-ins at homes and offices across different communities. This pattern reveals the common everyday human behaviors: (home → office → entertainment → home), where the number of check-ins at homes is consistently higher than that at offices.
In additional to the global scale analysis, we next focus on visualizing communities detected at the city scale, where we select communities of similar types from Singapore and New York City and observe some interesting culture differences. Figures 8(a) and 8(b) visualize profiles of food lovers in Singapore and New York City, respectively. As expected, food lovers in Singapore often visit Asian Restaurants, Food Courts, and Chinese Restaurants while those in New York City mostly visit American Restaurants. Besides, people in Singapore often discuss topics, such as chicken rice 11 and noodles while those in New York City mostly talk about salad, burger and fried chicken. We further analyse what are the second popular venues (besides homes) these food lovers visit besides restaurants, where we find that food lovers in Singapore visit malls before or after their meals while those in New York City go to either gyms or offices. These behaviors are as expected, since food courts and many restaurants are usually located in shopping malls in Singapore. Other interesting observations are found by comparing 11 Chicken rice is one of the famous local delights in Singapore.
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• Y.-L. Zhao et al. profiles of shoppers in the two cities. As shown in Figures 8(c) and 8(d) , the prominent shopping venues in Singapore are malls and shops while shoppers in New York City often visit grocery and department stores. More interestingly, most shoppers in Singapore take public transport whereas the counterpart in New York City mostly drive to shop. The tip topics in the two communities also reveal this phenomenon. Besides, some shoppers in Singapore go to some food chains, such as KFC, sandwich shops to take a rest or surf internet while those in New York City go to coffee shops or restaurants before or after their shopping. The profiles of the top five communities in these two cities are presented in the online appendix.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this article, we investigated the problem of profilable and overlapping communities detection in LBSNs. We proposed a novel and unified framework which models heterogenous entities and interactions by constructing a heterogenous, non-uniform hypergraph. We then formulated it as a problem to detect dense subgraphs over the hypergraph and proposed an efficient procedure to detect the overlapped communities. Extensive experiments were performed both qualitatively and quantitatively to verify our proposed approach. Meaningful and interpretable communities were detected in an optimal way while interesting culture differences were revealed by analyzing the communities in Singapore and New York City. In the future, we plan to extend our current work in two directions: (1) We will consider community evolution over time while doing community detection and profiling. (2) We will perform user customized community detection with inputs such as types of few users, photos or tips.
ELECTRONIC APPENDIX
The electronic appendix for this article can be accessed in the ACM Digital Library
